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Educators’ Dilemma

Modern data collection technologies are creating enormous data resources that are underutilized in
science education and research. We often present graphs showing exponential growth of one kind of
database or another, but how often do we stop to ask the questions: how many people are using these
data? And how are they using it? Without efforts toward improving general use, data resources will not
be valued, which can negatively impact the value of future data collection endeavors.
New approaches are required to increase the overall understanding of how the data can be utilized.
The approaches also need to be combined with user-friendly tools and content that demonstrates
specific applications with interesting stories. Digital World Biology is addressing this opportunity with its
on-line courses and mobile apps. The on-line courses increase students’ computer literacy while using
tools like Cn3D, Blast, ORF finder, and multiple databases, in directed and exploratory ways, helps
students better understand biology as well gain a better appreciation for the value of the data and the
field of bioinformatics. As the use of mobile devices increases, we are responding with apps like
Molecule World™ that can access multiple databases and facilitate explorations into the relationships
between sequence, structure, and function in fun ways.
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Introducing Molecule World™

• Apps provide a tactile user
experience that overcomes
technology associated learning
barriers
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Created with funding from the
National Science Foundation,
Molecule World is the first iPad app
that supports Cn3D formatted files
in addition to PDB files and chemical
structures from PubChem. Download
and view thousands of proteins,
DNA, RNA, and chemical structures
from extensive public databases at
the NCBI, PubChem, and PDB.

A.

• Simple touch gestures are used
to rotate and zoom into
structures to learn how they work
• Packages of structures are
created to teach different
concepts such as:
Molecular scale
Molecular interactions

B.

Mechanisms of action

• View large molecules from the NCBI or PDB as Cn3D files or PDB files
• View chemicals from PubChem in a 3D format
• Coloring styles highlight chemical properties of amino acids
• Structures can be drawn in different ways (ball and stick, space fill, tubes)
• Identify elements in the structure or properties of amino acids with the color key
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• Structure packages organize
molecules into stories that hold
students’ interest.

• Capture pictures of favorite molecules to share with friends

Hands-on Viewing for Over 100 Million Structures

Understanding how
molecular sequences affect
molecular structure and
function is not just a
worthy education goal, it is
the essence of genomics.
Molecule World links these
concepts together in an
easy-to-use and enjoyable
format. Scientists use the
app to visualize molecular
assembly in new ways and
students can investigate
and discover interesting
aspects of biology.

Solution: Apps, Content, and Packages
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Molecule World puts an entire world
of structures at your fingertips. Turn
structures around and make them
larger or smaller. Draw structures in
different ways and explore chemical
properties by using color to show
different elements, charge, residues,
hydrophobicity, and individual
chains in proteins, nucleic acids, and
molecular complexes like ribosomes,
DNA polymerases, antibodies, and
many more.

keeping interest

Packaging: Molecule World: DNA Binding Lab™

100,326 structures

>129MM substance records
>49MM unique structures

Interested?
If you think this would help students:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Get the app
Show it to others and teachers
Work with us to create content
Share your favorite structures
Like us on Facebook
Sign up for our newsletter

Software Development
Brad Larson, Sunset Lake Software
Maciej Smuga-Otto
Janie Clayton-Hasz

MMDB
links structures to
biological insights
domains, homologs, similarity and structure searching

The DNA Binding Lab contains a package of 43 molecules: three examples, plus 40 unknowns. For each
unknown, students are asked to identify if the molecule bound to DNA is interacting with the major
groove, minor groove, or both. They are encouraged to view the molecules in different ways and explain
their answer. It is suggested that they submit a photo (using the camera icon) as evidence.

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/molecule-world/id863565223?mt=8

